NON-LOCALITY IN MODERN PHYSICS: COUNTER
ARGUMENTS

A. F. KRACKLAUER
Abstra t. Non-lo ality, i.e., some sort of instantaneous intera tion or orrelation determination, has been identied with the theory of Quantum Mehani s in re ent times. Being in dire t oni t with the basi prin iples of
Relativity Theory, it posses a hallenge. Herein various riti al arguments
raised in the past and judged to be parti ularly in isive are reviewed. These
in lude, the identi ation of an error in the derivation of Bell Inequalities, the
observation that Bohm inadvertently sele ted a non-quantum venue for experimental tests of Bell Inequalities and nally, an examination of the omplexities
that have rendered lassi al simulations of these experiments unsatisfa tory.

1. Introdu tion: Mysti al Ontology
Quantum Theory: Non-lo ality in the analysis of Quantum Me hani s arises as a

onsequen e of the Proje tion Hypothesis. The wave fun tion or probability distribution of a system of intera ting entities, a
retains information about all the

ording to the

ommon interpretation,

onstituent parts even after they have been spa-

tially separated so that in prin iple they no longer intera t. Thus, if just one of the
onstituents is measured, information is a quired instantly about about all the remaining

omponents. For example, if the system

omprises two

omponents whi h

as an ensemble has no momentum, then when the parts are separated in two, by
an explosion say, the sum of the individual momenta remains null, but ea h is nite although opposite. Thus, if one

onstituent's momentum is measured, instant

information is a quired about the other's momentum. Now, given the ta it assumption that Quantum Theory portrays the deepest level of being as a

loud-like entity,

then the wave fun tion or probability distribution- loud represents the ultimate ontologi al essen e of material parti lesat least up to the moment of measurement,
at whi h instant a distin t or mu h narrower probability distribution is proje ted
into existen e. This o

urs, however, by agen y of a measurement on one, for both,

subsequently separated, entities simultaneously, in absolute
Theory! This violation has been denoted, out of histori al
theory, as: `non-lo ality,' and is a dire t

oni t with Relativity
ir umstan es from eld

onsequen e of the Proje tion Hypothesis.

This logi al blemish is independent of Probability Theory. The probability density for

orrelated events is given by the produ t of the absolute probability of one

of the events,

P (b|a),

P (a),

multiplied by the

onditional probability of the other event,

i.e.,

P (a, b) = P (b|a)P (a)

(1.1)
In words: The joint or
fying variables
spe ied by

a

a

and

b

oin iden e probability of events spe ied by the identi-

equals the produ t of the absolute probability of the event

times the

onditional probability
1

of the event spe ied by

b

given
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a

is known to have o

urred. The sour e and nature

orrelation is immaterial to the probability

al ulation. Naturally, the usual

that the event spe ied by
of the

2

assumption is that there has been a  ommon
purposes of this

ause" in the past. However, for the

al ulation alone, it makes no dieren e in the

were non-lo al or instantaneous intera tion

ausing the

al ulation if there

orrelation. In appli ation

to Quantum Me hani s, the issue pertains stri tly to the relevant physi s.
2. Fundamental Arguments Against Non-lo ality
Herein the

entral

laim is that, non-lo ality in physi s theories must be reje ted

for reasons of in onsistent logi . The problem arises from two

losely related mis-

steps: the rst was the Proje tion Postulate, whi h fails the Popper" test, namely
it is a non-dis-provable assertion; it is impossible to empiri ally evaluate what exists before measurement. Nevertheless adhering to the validity of this postulate led
to the hypotheti al

ir umstan e prompting Bell to further examine the matter.

Unfortunately, he then made an additional error.

Finally, there exists a general

onsideration that a tually pre ludes the whole issue of the appli ation of quantum
theory to virtually all of the experiments intended to test Bell's reasoning. Let us
onsider the last two fa tors in greater detail.
2.1. Bell's Errors. The ta ti
testable statisti

imental data, then, he
annot be

then in Bell's arguments is to derive an empiri ally

in the form of an inequality. If this inequality is violated by experon ludes, Quantum Theory is essentially non-lo al; i.e., it

overed by a lo al theory with additional variables. To a hieve this end,

he supposes that there exists a (hypotheti al) meta theory with additional variables (i.e., supplementary variables that do not appear in the
of quantum theory, and

urrent formulation

ustomarily denoted $\lambda$), and in whi h there is no

weirdness of the sort ai ting the interpretation of Quantum Me hani s. At the
meta level then, he

onsiders the

al ulation of a

oin iden e event, using a formula

of the form:

P (a, b) =

(2.1)
In this formula, the

λ

a

and

b

ˆ

A(a|λ)B(b|λ)ρ(λ)dλ.

are parameters for the experimental apparatus and

represents parameters for subje t entities of the experiments (usually 'photons'

but possibly other parti les).
This formula is defe tive, however, be ause the rst two fa tors in the integrand
denote probabilities at the meta, i.e., non-mysti al, level of
therefore

bility and the other a
the

orrelated events, and

annot be similar in stru ture. One of them must be an absolute proba-

orrelation

onditional probability. It appears that, Bell assumed that

ould be

λ.

arried by

In that

ase the

orre tly rendered formulas

is:

P (a, b) =

(2.2)

ˆ

A(a|b, λ)B(b|λρ(λ)dλ.

λ

When this

ompli ation is taken into

onsideration, the remaining algebrai

ma-

1

nipulations used to derive Bell Inequalities do not go through.

Moreover, independently, the derivation of Bell Inequalities involves manipulating the sum four su h fa tors
two values for ea h
1

a

and

b.

P (a, b)

in a single equation resulting from

This, again,

annot be done

This error appears to have been noti ed rst by Jaynes.[1℄

hoosing

onsistently in so far as
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P,

ea h of the terms,

3

does not represent a single term but rather a sequen e of

terms and ea h of the four sequen es arises from a separate experiment so that it
annot be manipulated as if it were just one of the four variant sequen es. This
issue is dealt with in greater detail in refs. [2, 3℄.

2.2. False Venue. When the question of how to
was brought under
issue with a

onsider a quantum wave fun tion

riti ism by Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen, they illustrated the

gedanken

experiment in whi h a stationary parti le exploded into two

subparts so that, with

onservation of momentum in view, it would be possible to

determine the position or momentum of either daughter from measurement of its
partner. The des ription of this event was formulated in the phase spa e variables:
position and momentum, whi h are Hamiltonian
je t to quantization with the usual rules.

onjugates, that is, they are sub-

However, exa tly this sort of event is

di ult to pre isely arrange, stage and subje t to measurement in an experiment;
so, to fa ilitate matters, Bohm proposed an alternate venue, namely Q-bit spa e, at
the time known as polarization-spa e spanned by verti al and horizontal or rightand left

ir ular states. These variables, however, are not Hamiltonian

they are not quantizable (in

onjugates;

ontrast to variables in the k-ve tor or propagation

dire tion: phase and amplitude).
While it is

onvenient to do experiments with the states of polarization, insofar as

they are not quantized or even quantizable, experiments with them

annot be used

to plumb the mysteries of Quantum Me hani s. Thus, the great bulk of experiments
reported in the literature to test non-lo ality via Bell Inequalities pertaining to
polarization states,

annot in prin iple reveal relevant information on this issue.

Another means of seeing the essen e of this

onsideration is to re all that, the

stru ture of q-bit, polarization and spin-1/2 spa es are all governed or des ribed
in terms of the group

SU (2).

This group is homeomorphi

whi h pertains to rotations in 3-spa e or on a sphere.

to the group

SO(3)

The non- ommutivity of

the latter group is obviously derived from geometry (not quantization) and the
homeomorphism implies that the non- ommutivity of the three-spa es mentioned
above, as

odied by

SU (2),

an be due only to geometry also. Again, in prin iple

therefore, experiments on these variables

annot be used to x the impli it nature

of quantum wave fun tions, or any other quantum feature whatsoever.

3. Classi al Model of Bell Inequality Test
Insofar as the

onsiderations presented above lead to the

tests of Bell Inequalities are staged in a venue whi h is fully
possible to model these experiments in terms of fully
This is indeed the

on lusion that opti al
lassi al, it should be

lassi al entities and pro esses.

ase and there are many examples to be found in the literature.[4,

5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10℄
Here, as an example, what is perhaps the model

losest in stru ture to Bell test

experiments, is des ribed. See Figure 3.1.
Analysis of

oin iden es, now, is simply a matter of applying the formula for

their expe tation, namely:

(3.1)

ha, bi =

hI(a)I(b)i − hI(a)ihI(b)i
[(hI 2 (a)i − hI(a)i2 )(hI 2 (b)i − hI(b)i2 )]1/2
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Figure 3.1. The apparatus

onsists of a

4

ylinder rotating about

is axis within whi h there is a randomly blinking light. The ashes
are

ollated by lenses, followed by polarizing end

aps having axes

with a xed mutual orientation. Signals emerging from the ends
are analyzed for

oin iden es using polarizer lters xed in the

laboratory.[6℄

This formula

an be applied to the signals as measured for a setup as depi ted

in the gure. The result is:

ha, bi = cos(2(b − a)).

(3.2)

This result is re ognized immediately as exa tly parallel to the result
ustomarily to be the result of the a quantum

al ulation.

given above, the quantum

al ulation is in fa t just the usual

applied to ele tromagneti

wave polarization phenomena.)

onsidered

(For the reasons

lassi al

omputation

Applying the same formula to the Bell-Inequality tests would be straight forward
but for the fa t that, in order to make them as quantum-appearing as possible, su h
tests are arried out at the so- alled single photon intensity level, where, as least in
prin iple, a dete tion results in a single ele tron photoele tri
intensity is either

1 or 0 for ea

urrent. That is, the

h measurable event so that the intensity appropriate

for a given angle is revealed in the ratio of positive dete tions to the total number of
pairs produ ed. In other words there will be events for whi h a dete tor responds or
not in proportion to the intensity represented by an

I

in3.1. This feature en umbers

a point-by-point simulation in that repetitions do not represent repetitions of the
experiment but rather in reased pre ision of a single experiment to determine the
values of the

I.
4. Confli t or Error?

In evaluating3.1 one en ounters the integral:
(4.1)

1
hI(a)I(b)i =
π

ˆ

0

π

cos(2(a − χ))cos(2(b − χ))dχ =

1
cos(2(b − a)),
2
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where

χ is the random bias angle due to the ee

5

t of random ashing in the rotating

tube on the signal polarization. This fa tor of 1/2 arises essentially as the average
2
of the cos and must be deliberately introdu ed in a simulation in order to obtain
the

orre t result as

omputed (in formal

omputations this fa tor of

1/2 is

an eled

by the denominator in3.1.
This

ompli ation

trigonometri

an be better appre iated by expanding $ os(2(a-b))$ with

identities to obtain:

(4.2)

cos(2(b − a)) = sin2 (a)sin2 (b) + cos2 (a)cos2 (b) − sin2 (a)cos2 (b) − cos2 (a)sin2 (b),
where the individual

cos2

and

sin2

terms of the number of hits in ea h

ha, bi =

(4.3)
where

N··

fa tors

an be interpreted via Malus' Law in

hannel divided by

N,

the number of pairs, i.e:

N++ + N−− − N+− − N−+
,
N++ + N−− + N+− + N−+

is the number of dete tions in the respe tive

hannel. This is a formula

ited often in the literature des ribing Bell-test experiments. The analysis above,
however, indi ates that in stead the following formula should be used:

ha, bi =

(4.4)

2(N++ + N−− − N+− − N−+ )
.
N++ + N−− + N+− + N−+

Dire t simulations have veried that if for an individual dete tion the bias angle is xed and the measurement repeated, thereby enabling the
intensities,

I

in 3.1, then the data taken is su h that the

ient is obtained without the fa tor of

2.

orre t

al ulation of the
oin iden e

oe-

On the other hand, if the measurement is

repeated, so as to nd the ratio of dete tions to total pairs, but with a randomization of the bias angle for ea h repetition, them this fa tor must be inserted. Thus,
in the latter

ase, the averaging is not of separate, equally (in)a

urate individ-

ual measurements, but of an in reasing sequen e of estimates, ea h more a
than the previous. Insofar as in a realization of an experiment no

urate

ontrol over the

random bias is possible, it would seem that the analysis of done experiments must
in lude this fa tor of

2.

How this has been a

ommodated in the data analysis of

done experiments appears not to have been dis ussed in the literature.

For this

author, this dis repan y remains unresolved.
5. Con lusions
The

onsiderations presented herein support three

(1) The interpretation of the

ontentions:

onsequen es of Bell's Inequalities is in error.

Their violation does not prove that there exists some kind of nonlo al intera tion or

orrelation (entanglement) as a

onsequen e of the prin iples

of Quantum Me hani s.
(2) The venue for (at least) all experiments employing polarized signals is fundamentally

lassi al and

annot therefore be used to plumb quantum stru -

ture or ee ts. Thus all su h experiments
in terms of
(3) The

an be understood and simulated

lassi al ele trodynami s.[12℄

oin iden e

oe ient formula most often reported in the literature,

4.3, for analysis of data taken in Bell-test experiments at the impugned
single photon level appears to be in apable of giving the result validating
the usual

on lusion drawn from these experiments.
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